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Polarising metropolisation

Liberal model of transformation increased
polarisation and inequality

Political and social tension

Conservative government vs. liberal
metropolitan governance

Warsawers vs. Newcomers

Urban sprawl and spatial chaos
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UNIVERSITY-DRIVEN CITIZEN SCIENCE



File of nests and broods (1978)

Who: University of Wroclaw and everyone with 
basic ornithology knowledge 16+

Financing: voluntary work

Aim: It is a nationwide program based on the 
work of honorary collaborators - bird lovers, the 
purpose of which is to collect data on the 
reproductive biology of all species of birds 
nesting in Poland.



Laser discoverers

Financed: Polish Ministry of Science

Aim: study previously unknown historic 
buildings located in the area of the present 
Świętokrzyskie Region. 

Who: Internet users, above all university 
students, along with scientists, have a chance to 
play a key role in identifying and getting to know 
particularly important historical places.



Program Globe

Who: A community of half a million students 
study selected elements of the natural 
environment on a local scale and share the 
obtained information on an international forum.

What: Young people measure climatic, 
hydrological and soil indicators, as well as 
observe land cover and its changes.

How: The database contains over 100 million 
measurements from the last 20 years and is 
updated daily.

In Poland, the content quality is supervised by 
specialists and scientists.

http://globe.gridw.pl/



Mammalnet.com

International: PL, HR, ES, DE, financed by 
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)

Aims: Collection of camera trap and casual 
records by professionals and collection of 
casual records from all participants

Who: researchers, environmental 
professionals, or wildlife managers, 
students, pupils, outdoor enthusiasts, 
hunters, fishers, photographers, 
environmentalists



PROS

Valid?

Reliable

Replicable

QUESTIONS

Sustainability:
• What happens when project money

stops flowing in?
• What happens to the community after

the project finishes?

Transdiciplinarity?

Applicable to urban policy?



CITY-DRIVEN CITIZEN SCIENCE



19115 APP: top-down tool, data-sourcing





Example: dane po 
warszawsku (Data –
Warsaw style) initiated by 
Social Dialogue 
Commission for Digital 
Transformation

culture transport education

ecology online
data

real-estate

spatial
data safety council data



Civic budget projects (since 2010s)

1. Mental health issues
2. Care services for senior 

citizens
3. Lack of quality public urban

spaces
4. Not enough protected

housing
5. Growing spatial chaos

Romańczyk 2019

Urban policy agenda  „white spots”



PROS

Tailored to policy agenda – therefore
politically valid

Tailored to governance structure –
applicable by design

Sustainable

QUESTIONS

Prone to political interest:
• Interest dependency - tools work as 

long they are used by people who
share civic values

• Can be dominated by trolls
• Can be dominated by conservative 

lobbying groups (car parking)
Reliable ?
Innovative?



CITIZEN-DRIVEN CITIZEN SCIENCE



Social bike lane audit (2014)

Type: User-based initiative

Financed: NGO grants and EEG grants
Coordination: Zielone Mazowsze NGO as an
umbrella coordinator

Success story: identiffication of bad practice, 
bottle-necks and priority areas, lobbying and 
good-practice mainstreaming

Results: new coordinator for bike transport, 
more intentional policy, annual bike reports, 
updated bikelane map

http://rowery.um.warszawa.pl/mapa-rowerowa



OpenTreeMap

Type: combination of public data and user-
data, Proof of concept, Development

Coordination: Code for Poland
Project status: Dedicated: For the media, 
For organizations, For cities, For watchdogs
Technologies: Django, Python

Aims: Protect trees (against felling), 
Inventory, Cost / benefit analysis of tree 
maintenance, community involvement

Results: Warsaw city formal tree audit
project



City is ours

Activity: urban movements, watch-dogs, 

Strategy: controversy, happening, 
media-friendly content, pilot projects + 
good practice mainstreaming

Data: public or civic-sourced, validity
check

Success story: impact and pressure, 
entry to city council



Community-management model for Jazdów
Settlement

Location: Jazdów settlement / colony of 
wooden Finnish houses

Purpose: social and cultural participation, 
creating and developing the first 
community-led area in Warsaw

Who: artists, activists, architects, former
inhabitants

Bottom-up planning: democratic, 
bottom-up approach, participatory
methodology, initiatives basec on 
European best practice, anti-manifesto



PROS

Recognisable: media-friendly
and socially valid

Innovative, visionary, progressive and 
often applicable by design

Reliable?

Sustainable?

QUESTIONS

Prone to political controversy:
• Critical approach might cause

resentment on governance side
• Advocacy of middle-class values

Risk of addressing surface issues

Academic validity



Conclusions

• Complementary approaches
• Third mission of the University: targeting public and 

civic sectors – how to motivate researchers and 
coordinate activities?

• Trans-sectoral, multidisciplinary projects - IdeaLab
• Digital tools
• Community building
• Increasing sustainability of citizen science projects
• Governance-friendly design of results and 

recommendations



Thank you!
and many thanks to all contributors

Katarzyna Wojnar (PhD)
k.wojnar@uw.edu.pl
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